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Decomposing SLAs for Network Slicing
Danny De Vleeschauwer, Chrysa Papagianni, Anwar Walid

Abstract—When a network slice is requested, multiple tech-
nology and/or administrative domains are invoked to ensure
that the slice end-to-end service level agreement (SLA) is met.
Therefore, this SLA requirement needs to be decomposed in
portions that each of the domains can support. In this paper
we consider a management architecture consisting of an end-to-
end service orchestrator responsible for decomposing the SLA,
and domain controllers that govern their respective domain.
The orchestrator has no detailed knowledge of the state of the
resources in each of the domains when the network slice is
requested. The orchestrator is only aware of the responses of
the domains to previous requests, and captures this knowledge
in a risk model associated with each domain. In this study, we
propose an approach for decomposing the end-to-end SLA based
on the best current estimate of the risk models of all involved
domains. We further describe how the risk model for a particular
domain is determined (and updated) based on historical data.

Index Terms—network slicing, service level agreement, risk
models

I. INTRODUCTION

A network slice is an end-to-end logical network that runs
on a shared physical infrastructure, serving a particular service
type with agreed upon Service-level Agreement (SLA). It is
typically supported over multiple domains as it could span
across multiple parts of the network (e.g. access network, core
network and transport network) and could be deployed across
multiple operators. Therefore, the end-to-end SLA associated
with a slice, agreed with the tenant, needs to be decomposed
in portions attributed to each of these domains. According
to [1], decomposing an end-to-end SLA into each domain’s
requirements is an inevitable step in resource allocation. Thus,
SLA decomposition has been acknowledged as one of the main
challenges in resource allocation for network slicing.

Figure 1 shows the setting in which we tackle this problem.
The management architecture consists of an end-to-end (ser-
vice) orchestrator and domain controllers. The orchestrator is
responsible for decomposing the SLA. Each domain controller
is responsible for accepting or rejecting the part of the network
slice over its domain, given the portion of the SLA it was
attributed by the orchestrator. We assume that the orchestrator
is not aware of the state of the resources in the domains
involved at the moment the SLA needs to be decomposed.
The only data available to the orchestrator is the feedback
(e.g., accept or reject) from each of the domains from prior
requests. Based on that data, the orchestrator constructs a risk
model per domain and uses that model to decompose the SLA.
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Fig. 1: Network slice management system

SLA decomposition has been previously tackled in the con-
text of SLA management in Cloud computing, in particular for
the deployment of multi-tier applications. In this sense, it in-
volves the translation of (high-level) service-level objectives to
(low-level) system-level thresholds [2] [3] [4]. Chen et al. [2]
determine “component performance profiles”, that describe
which resources are needed to attain a performance for each
particular component. The “performance model” describes
how each component contributes to the overall performance.
Given the performance bounds, the resources in each domain
can be determined. Similarly, in the context of programmable
networks and 5G systems, SLA frameworks have been pro-
posed that decompose SLA objectives to associated policies
for run-time QoS enforcement (i.e., resource properties or
configurations) [5]. In our study, we simply decompose the
performance bounds for each domain and leave it up to the
domains themselves to allocate resources, making the problem
significantly more difficult.

A. Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is that we propose
an approach for SLA decomposition introducing a parameter-
free risk model, appropriate for state of the art management
platforms that enable and support life cycle management of
network services. The parameter-free risk model per domain
is created based on historical data, hence it is an offline, time-
intensive process depending on its accuracy. Regarding the
proposed SLA decomposition approach, although we provide
no closed-form expression for the objective function of the
problem, the management platform can support real time
decisions given its scale. A typical SLA consists of delay,
throughput and reliability constraints [6]. However, the ap-
proach that we describe in the rest of this paper is generic
enough to support any type of SLA. In order to benchmark
the proposed approach using the parameter-free model, we
use data generated by a parameterized model that is based on
simple assumptions and data generated using a simulator.
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Section II presents the SLA decomposition problem as well
as the parameter-free risk model, including a discussion on
the complexity of the corresponding optimization problems.
In section III we (i) describe a parameterized model and the
simulator we used to generate synthetic data (based on analysis
and simulation respectively), (ii) use the synthetic data to
benchmark the parameter-free risk model and (iii) evaluate
the SLA decomposition using this model. Finally, section IV
presents the conclusions of this work.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. SLA Decomposition

We model the end-to-end SLA se2e as a vector of bounds
for certain performance metrics. For instance, in case the SLA
is composed of end-to-end delay, throughput and reliability
(defined as the probability that the system will not fail for a
given period of time), i.e., se2e = (τe2e, θe2e, πe2e), this means
that the network slice needs to be instantiated and operated
such that its end-to-end delay τ , throughput θ and reliability
π obey the constraints τ ≤ τe2e, θ ≥ θe2e and π ≥ πe2e.

We further define the vector sn as the SLA portion attributed
to the n-th domain, where n = 1, . . . , N and N is the number
of involved domains. The rule se2e = G(sn;n = 1, . . . , N)
that describes how to combine the SLA portions sn to form
the end-to-end SLA se2e, is known. For instance, individual
delays need to be summed to form the end-to-end delay
τe2e =

∑
n τn, the end-to-end throughput is the minimum of

all individual throughputs θe2e = minn{θn}, while the end-
to-end reliability probability is the product of the individual
reliability probabilities πe2e =

∏
n πn.

The ability of a domain to support the portion sn of the SLA
attributed to it, is captured by a risk model where the variable
an expresses the corresponding decision in the admission
control process. The risk is defined as − lnPr[an = 1|sn],
where Pr[an = 1|sn] is the probability that a request in the n-
th domain with SLA sn is accepted. When the SLA sn is such
that this acceptance probability is close to 1, the associated risk
is low, otherwise it is high. Assuming that the decisions made
in the domains are statistically independent, so that the end-
to-end acceptance probability is the product of the acceptance
probabilities of the individual domains, yields that domain
risks can be summed to obtain the overall risk.

Therefore, decomposing the se2e in portions sn allocated to
each domain n can be formulated as an optimization problem
under the constraint that the se2e is met, as follows:

Minimize: −
∑
n

lnPr[an = 1|sn] (1)

Subject to: G(sn;n = 1, . . . , N) = se2e (2)

The objective of the decomposition policy is to minimize the
overall risk of rejecting the corresponding request with SLA
sn for each domain n involved.

B. Determining the risk model per domain

In this subsection we scrutinize a single domain, thus we
drop the subscript n for ease of notation. Likewise, in this

section the term SLA signifies the SLA portion assigned to
the domain.

The acceptance probability Pr[a = 1|s] in a domain emerges
as follows. At the moment the request is made the infras-
tructure under the control of the domain controller is in a
certain state ω. This state is characterised by the loads on
the links and servers, the delays incurred over network hops
and the calculated backup paths in case some links or routers
may fail. Remark that the domain controller has detailed
knowledge of this state and the impact of the decision it will
make, but the orchestrator does not. The domain controller
is faced with the following decision to make: given the state
ω and the SLA s of the newly presented request, can the
request be accepted or not. The controller has various traffic
engineering tools (i.e., placement of work loads on servers,
routing and scheduling traffic, calculation of back-up paths)
at its disposal to make that deterministic decision. Hence,
certain (s, ω) pairs will lead to acceptance and other to a
rejection, i.e., Pr[a = 1|s, ω] = 1 over some (s, ω) region and
0 elsewhere. However, even though the decision of the domain
controller is deterministic, the orchestrator still experiences
this as stochastic, because it does not know the state ω of
the infrastructure, i.e., the acceptance probability that the
orchestrator sees is Pr[a = 1|s] =

∫
Pr[a = 1|s, ω]Pr[ω|s]dω.

The status of the infrastructure ω is non-deterministic as it is
determined by the randomness of the SLAs of all previous
requests and the decisions the domain made with respect to
those. Often we can assume that the SLA of the new request
s is statistically independent from the previous ones in which
case we have that Pr[ω|s] = Pr[ω].

This acceptance probability Pr[a = 1|s] can be deter-
mined by observing the behaviour of the domain controller
to previous requests. In particular, given K observations
(s(k), a(k)), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} where s(k) is the offered SLA
to the domain and a(k) (i.e., accept or reject) is its associated
response, the acceptance probabilities for these SLA vectors
s(k) are then determined such that the likelihood of this set
of observations is maximized, as follows (assuming that the
observations are statistically independent):

Maximize:
∑
k

(a(k) ln (Pr[a(k) = 1|s(k)])

+ (1− a(k)) ln (1− Pr[a(k) = 1|s(k))) (3)

A partial order relation �, which incorporates the notion of
a stricter SLA, can be defined on the set of all possible SLA
vectors s; ergo the acceptance probability has the property:

Pr[a = 1|s′] ≤ Pr[a = 1|s] if s′ � s (4)

which means that a stricter SLA s′ is less likely to be accepted.
Notice that this is a partial, but not total order, because only a
part of the SLAs vectors stand in such a relation to each other.
As an example, in case the SLA is characterised by a (delay,
throughput, reliability) triplet, an SLA vector s′ = (τ ′, θ′, π′)
is stricter than an SLA vector s = (τ, θ, π), i.e., s′ � s, if and
only if τ ′ ≤ τ , θ′ ≥ θ and π′ ≥ π. So, in this case eq. (4)
states that an SLA with lower delay, larger throughput and
larger reliability requirements is less likely to get accepted.
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(a) Ground truth

(b) Parameter-free estimation

Fig. 2: Analysis: Contour plots of the risk function

Maximizing the likelihood of eq. (3) under the monotonicity
constraint of eq. (4) determines the acceptance probability in
the SLA vectors s(k). For other SLA vectors s, a lower bound
and an upper bound on Pr[a = 1|s] can be determined:

max
s(k)�s

{Pr[a = 1|s(k)]} ≤ Pr[a = 1|s] ≤ min
s�s(k)

{Pr[a = 1|s(k)]}

C. Complexity

We described two optimization problems; the estimation of
a parameter-free risk model and SLA decomposition based on
the use of the parameter-free risk model.

The estimation of a parameter-free risk model, by maximiz-
ing the objective (3) under restrictions (4), is computationally
intensive. The objective function is non-linear, smooth for its
arguments in the interval (0, 1) but tends to infinity when
its arguments tend to 0 or 1. The number of constraints is
proportional to K2. Using the transitivity of the partial order
relation the number of restrictions can be kept relatively small.
We employ Sequential Quadratic Programming to solve the
problem, and we also explicitly provide the gradient to the
solver.

SLA decomposition based on parameter-free models (by
minimizing the objective (1) under constraints (2) is intractable
with standard methods, as the objective function is not known
in all points, i.e., as explained only a lower and an upper
bound is known. Therefore, the only way to find a solution
is by applying exhaustive search, which makes the problem
computationally hard. It is only feasible if the search space
is limited by choosing a large enough, but still acceptable,
granularity for every component of the SLA (e.g., delay).

III. RESULTS

A. Data Generation

To evaluate our approach we need data. To our knowledge
there is no data (publicly) available on the admission control

(a) Admission control: Responses to requests

(b) Parameter-free estimation

Fig. 3: Simulation: Contour plots of the risk function

process of networks slices with associated SLAs. Therefore
we generated such data using (i) an analytic model and (ii)
simulation.

1) Analytic model: In the Appendix we derive a parame-
terized risk model with four parameters (α, τprop, τref , C). In
particular, the acceptance probability is:

Pr[a|(τ, θ)] = CDFρ[χ]

with χ = max

{
f−1

(
τ − τprop
τref

)
− θ

C
, 0

}
(5)

where CDFρ[χ] = Pr[ρ0 ≤ χ] is the CDF of the instantaneous
loads on the domain and function f depends on the nature of
the traffic (see Table III). Eq. (5) describes the equi-probability
contours, i.e., those pairs (τ, θ) for which Pr[a|(τ, θ)] is the
same. We assume the CDFρ[χ] takes the following form:

CDFρ[χ] =
1− exp (−αχ)
1− exp (−α)

∀χ ∈ [0, 1]

with α > 0. This choice promotes higher acceptance proba-
bility when the domain is lightly loaded, than when the load
at the bottleneck link is close to 1. Notice that in this model
the monotonicity constraint (4) is automatically satisfied.

With this parameterized model we generate data (i.e., a list
of samples (τk, θk, ak) as follows. For each sample k, the
delay τk and the throughput θ are randomly drawn from a uni-
form distribution over the interval [τprop, τmax] and [0, θmax]
respectively. This (delay, throughput) pair is then plugged into
the eq. (5) to obtain the acceptance probability Pr[ak|(τk, θk)].
Finally, a coin is tossed with this probability to determine
whether that SLA (τk, θk) is accepted or rejected, i.e., whether
ak = 1 or ak = 0. With this this model we can generate
data for which the ground truth, i.e., the underlying risk
model through its parameters (α, τprop, τref , C), is known.
This allows us to (at least qualitatively) compare the estimated
risk model to this ground truth.
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(a) Domain 1 (b) Domain 2 (c) Domain 3

Fig. 4: SLA decomposition: Contour plot of the risk function per domain
.

2) Simulation: For the simulations, we use an event-based
simulator implemented in Java (introduced in [7], [8]), includ-
ing a network slice request and data-center topology generator.
The simulation setup is similar to the one presented in [8].
In this study however, an SLA (τk, θk) is associated with
each request, composed of the delay τk and throughput θk
bounds that are uniformly distributed between 1 to 20 msec
and 70Mbps to 1Gbps respectively. Requests arrive according
to a Poisson process to the domain, with an average rate of
8 requests per 100 time units, each having an exponentially
distributed lifetime with an average of 1,000 time units.

TABLE I: Parameters for risk model for three domains.

domain α τprop τref C
1 4 25 ms 1 ms 5 Gbps
2 4 8m s 0.1 ms 10 Gbps
3 4 8m s 2 ms 8 Gbps

B. Domain risk model evaluation

Analysis. Based on the parameterized model with parameters
(α, τprop, τref , C) = (4, 8ms, 1ms, 5Gbps) we generated 500
samples. The ground truth risk model is shown in Fig. 2(a).
We use filled contour plots to display risk models, where
the dark green, light green, orange, light red and dark red
region corresponds to a acceptance probability larger than
0.99, 0.9, 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. The grey region
has an acceptance probability lower than 0.01. We estimated
the parameter-free risk model with the maximum likelihood
estimator of eq. (3), based on these 500 samples and the results
is shown in Fig. 2(b).

The estimation of the parameter-free model (where the value
shown is the average between the lower and upper bound)
approximates the ground truth reasonably well taking into
account the fact that the only restriction that are imposed, are
the monotonicity constraints of eq. (4).
Simulation. We generated 500 consecutive network slice
requests using the simulator and simulation setup described in
the previous subsection, and recorded the responses as shown
in Fig. 3(a), where a green dot designates an accepted request
and a red dot a rejected one. Notice that there is no propagation
delay in the simulator (τprop = 0).

Based on these simulated observations, we can estimate
the parameter-free risk model with the maximum likelihood
estimator of eq. (3), and the result is shown in Fig. 3(b).

C. Decomposing an end-to-end SLA

We consider the scenario where a network slice needs
to be deployed over three domains. The parameters
(α, τprop, τref , C) describing the risk model for each domain
are given in Table I while the risk models are shown in Fig. 4.

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the approach, we
defined the “ground truth” decomposition by partitioning an
end-to-end SLA of (τtot, θtot) = (100ms, 0.5Gbps) based
on these parameterized models of Fig. 4. This ground truth
decomposition is given in the first row of Table II.

To show the performance of the decomposition based on
parameter-free risk models, we generated K requests per
domain and recorded how the domain reacted (i.e., accept
or reject). Based on these requests we can determine the
parameter-free risk models for each domain.

Following, using these parameter-free models, we decom-
pose the SLA of (τtot, θtot) = (100ms, 0.5Gbps) and compare
it to the ground truth decomposition. Since the risk models
depend on the number (K) of requests, there is statitical
variability. Therefore, we repeated each experiment 100 times
for each K and calculated the mean and standard deviation.
Table II shows the results for K = 250, 500 and 1000 requests.
The table illustrates that the mean of the SLA decomposition
based on the estimated parameter-free risk models approaches
the ground truth decomposition for all values of K and that
the standard deviation decreases (slowly) as K increases.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we describe a methodology for decomposing
an end-to-end SLA associated to a network slice request and
assigning the corresponding SLA portions to the involved
domains. The approach is applicable to any two-level network
slice management system. The orchestrator is unaware of the
state of each domain. At the orchestrator level we developed (i)
an algorithm that partitions the SLA based on a risk model per
domain and (ii) a method to gradually build such risk model
based on data showing how a domain previously reacted to
SLA partitions that were attributed to it. The methodology
was based on a number of assumptions, the main one being
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TABLEII:SLAportionsdeterminedbytheorchestrator.

metric (τ,θ)domain1 (τ,θ)domain2 (τ,θ)domain3
groundtruth (46.7ms,0.5Gbps) (15.1ms,0.5Gbps) (38.2ms,0.5Gbps)
K=250 mean (46.4ms,0.5Gbps) (16.8ms,0.5Gbps) (36.8ms,0.5Gbps)

stdev (6.4ms,0Gbps) (4.4ms,0Gbps) (6.3ms,0Gbps)
K=500 mean (46.9ms,0.5Gbps) (15.4ms,0.5Gbps) (37.8ms,0.5Gbps)

stdev (6.1ms,0Gbps) (3.5ms,0Gbps) (5.7ms,0Gbps)
K=1000 mean (46.4ms,0.5Gbps) (15.1ms,0.5Gbps) (38.5ms,0.5Gbps)

stdev (4.2ms,0Gbps) (3.1ms,0Gbps) (4.7ms,0Gbps)

TABLEIII:Delaycurvesforvarioustraffictypes.

traffictype KX(s,t) ρ f(ρ) τref

Poisson λt(exp(sS) 1) λS
C

ρ
(1 ρ)

log(P)S
2C

fractal µ(st+a
2
s2t2H) µ

C
ρ

1
2(1 H)

(1 ρ)
H
1 H

ln(P)2a
C
H2H

1
2(1 H)(1 H)

thattheacceptanceprobabilitiesintheinvolveddomainsare
statisticallyindependent.Asthereisboundtobecorrelation
betweendomains,e.g.,inthecaseofasingleoperatorcovering
(radioaccessnetwork)RAN,transportandcoredomains,we
willfurtherinvestigatethisaspectinfuturework.

APPENDIXA

Thisappendixjustifiestheparameterizedmodelthatweuse
togeneratedataandtodetermineagroundtruthdecomposi-
tion.
Wefirstassumethatthebehaviourofadomainonlydepends

onitsbottleneckrouter.Fromthetheoryofeffectivebandwidth
[9],theprobabilitythatthebufferoccupancyQinanode
servedatarateCislargerthanavalueBisgivenby:

Pr[Q>B]≈exp −inf
t≥0
sup
s≥0
[s(Ct+B)−KX(s,t)]

whereKX(s,t)isthecumulantgeneratingfunctionofthe
amountoftrafficX(t)generatedinanintervaloflengtht

KX(s,t)=log(E[exp(sX(t))])

andE[.]denotestheexpectationvalue.Themaximumdelay
(orratherthe(1-P)-percentileofthedelay)inthebottleneck
nodeisdeterminedbyidentifyingthevalueofBforwhich
theoverflowprobabilityisPandsettingthedelayequaltoBC,
whereCisthecapacityofthebottlenecknode.Thisyieldsa
relationexpressinghowthequeuingdelayisimpactedbythe
amount(andthenature)oftraffic,oftenoftheformf(ρ)τref
whereρistheloadonthequeueandτrefissomeunittime.
ThecumulantgeneratingfunctionKX(s,t)andtheresulting
queuingdelaydependenceontheloadρareshowninTableIII
forthecasesofPoisson[10]andfractaltraffic[11]with
{arrivalrateλ,packetsizeS}and{inputrateµ,variance
coefficienta,HurstparameterH}respectively.
Remarkthatontopofthisqueuingdelaythereisalso

propagationdelayτpropovertherestofthenetwork.
Supposethatatthemomentthattheslicerequestarrivesat

thedomaincontroller,itischaracterizedbyanSLAcomprised
ofa(delay,throughput)pair(τ,θ),whilethebottlenecknode
isalreadyloadedtoavalueofρ0.Theadditionalthroughput

θwillincreasetheloadby θ
C onthisnodeandconsequently

introduceanadditionalqueuingdelay.Therequestwillbe
accepted,iftheresultingdelayissmallerthanthetargetdelay
forthiscurrentrequestandallpreviouslyacceptedrequests
thatarestillactive.Theprobabilityofacceptingtherequest
canbeapproximatedbyconsideringthedelayoftherequest
itself,withouttakingintoaccountthepreviouslyacceptedones
asPr[A∩B]≤Pr[A].Hence,theSLAwillbeacceptedwith
probability

Pr[a|(τ,θ)]≈Prτprop+f ρ0+
θ

C
τref≤τ

Rewritingtheinequalitybetweenthebracketsintermsof
ρ0(whichcanbedonebecausefunctionfismonotonically
increasing)yieldseq.(5).
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